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Dear Doctor Sabin:

I held your letter of the 15th until Doctor Mitchell got
back into town so that I could find out if he wouldbe here at the end of
the month. I believe he is writing to you himself that he will be here.

The reprint of Sw1:rtt S paper has not arrived, but the
samples of the three types of filters have arrived. King is makingscale
drawings of them and will return them to you at once. I amsending a sample
coupling with them.

Twoquestions cameup in regard to your request. The first
is that around the largest filter is the statement "This should have a bigger
bore", but you do not say howmuch. Will you kindly indicate howmuchyou
mean?

The second question relates to the perforated disc which
camewith the apparatus. Are we correct in understanding that the perforated
disc is used with the Gradocol membranesand that the mesheddisc is used
with the ordinary Seitz filter?

King makesa suggestion whichwewould like you to consider.
The male thread to which the pressure has apparently been attached is not a
standard thread. For the ultra filtration apparatus of Robinsonwe have
used a nipple with a standard thread with a coupling which allows easy replac-
ing. King suggests that instead of makinga male thread at the end of these
filters, you allow him to tap the filter and thread with a female thread so
that this nipple could go in place. Since this is brass, the Alleghenymetal
will outlast these nipples, but they can easily be replaced. An alternative to
this suggestion is that if you prefer the male thread as part of the unit
of the filter, you allow him to makethe samestandard thread as shownon this
union so we can use the standard coupling which allows for easy replacement.
I might add that the coupling, as we send it to you, with the copper tubing
is capable of standing 150 pounds of pressure.

If you want the sterile roomunderwayby the time you get
here, wewill have to have the details ahead of time.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. A. B. Sabin
Rockefeller Institute
66 St. at York Avenue
New York, NewYork


